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The basic question addressed in this paper is: 'Do children in the

third grade who differ in ic!ogilitive processing capaCity add And subtract

differently? To examine this question,,,we have drawn upon information

gathered from three different sourdes-tosee 'if in combination they could

suggest reasons for anticipated differences. Each source taken separately

<
,tends to examine the phenomena under Tonsideration from a microscopic

point
46
of view. Our intention was to incorporate the data from the dif-

ferent
.

.

sources into one pi.cture, since afl were derived from the same,

sample of children, with a' view to se4g the phenomena macroscopically.
,

The sources are: First, individual 'results from a battery of 14

tests selected to ascertain the cognitive processirig capacity of young

children.' Second, an objective referenced- achievement test measuring a

, variety of arithmetic skills related to addition Ad. subtraction. And'

''"third, coded. strategy data for.a, set Of verbal addition and subtraction
-. .

proll;Ms adAipistered in an interview sitting.

The subjects upon which this data were available are 11 children

who were starting third grade in Waimea Heights Primary School in-Sandy

Bay, Tasmania, in February; 1980. Saddy Bay is a middle-class suburb'

oAHobart, the Capital bf AUstralia's smallest'state. These children

area subsample of a group of Students in an extensive series-of cross-
"

sectional stu ies carried out by. the authors in 1979-80.
-.:
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The Level of Cognitive Functioning
* /'.

.

,.',..

.Nearly all researchers In the various areas of mathematic's 'education
1

,
. ,

.

. have indicated the'hecessity to 9ke heed of the child's in:telldctual P.\. .

-abilities when designing curriculum-units aneinstructiOnal techniques.
A,.

. .,
For this project, a compodite strategy was adopted' to determine cognitive. . ,

,

processing capacity. First, it was necessary to find and use measures of
b

.

cognitive functioning which appeared logically related to the learning of

, mathematical material and wiliEh seemed to be in tunetwith the childrenls

level of develolment. We-selected,instruments which could be:shown

^, prima facie to contain tasks related to early mathematical learning such

as number conservation and.colinting. It was decided to give two batteries

of tests. The first battery included four tests designed to measure

working memory sapaiity (14-space) with mathematical type! material: 'in

.

ether words, the capacity of the child for prpcepsing thiekindqf'

material. The seconcittery incthed'10 tests constructed to measure`
4

the child's level of cognitive development on dimenbions1
familiar from

the Piagetian model!aAd presumably related to mathematical ability and

as conservation of number and transitivity. These 14 tests were admini-

stered to a sample of children (see Romberg & Collis, 1980a; 1980b for

, details). Second, we used,psychometric procedures, factor analysiS, andc
. 00 .'cluster analyses, to interpret the data from bOth batterieg:and trouped

,
1 -

,

.children. From this approach we decided six Well defii%ed sets of children
,

,

'with specific cognitive characteristics had 'been identified. Without

spelling out the details of tiis grouping, we charhcterized the group8

as fol]ows:
/ -, .

..
N:

Group 1 children are at M-space Level 1, they per formed belowethe
.

.

other groups on all tdsts, they are in genaldral incapable ofIl'andlng 4t
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Group 2 children are at M-space Level 2, theY are also without

'specific quantitative and logical skills (although they performed

considerably better than Group 1 on all the tests), and they can handle
/

qualitative correspondence at an acceptable level.

Grdhp 3 chi ren are at M-space Level 2S+ (Level 2 on quantitative

.

memory, Level 3 on spatial memory), they are high on qualitative corres-
\

, .

pondence, they have developed the spe ific counting skills of counting

C

on and counting back; but they' ate inadequateequate in their use brthlose skills
r AP

(

.4,

on the transitive reasoning test, and they are inade ate in their use ,
, .

'of those skills on the transi ive reasoning test, and they are inadequate

on logical reasoning.

. Group 4 children are at M-space Level 3S- (Level 3 on quantitative

memory but Level 2 on spatial memory) are high on qualitative correspon-

dence, they perform well all the quantitative tests, but they are inade-

quite on the logical reasoning test.
. , 4,,

. J Groups 5 and 6 were combined since `.both were small and differed only

r/
, in memory space with Mrspace Levels 3S+ and 4S-, respe4tiv1y. Both,groupS1

.

1
.

.reached the ceiling on the, qualitative correspondence tests, have very high

.

.scores on all the quantitative tests, and also are high on the logical rea-

.
soning test.

Forthis anelysig, we-have chosen to gontrast 11 children for ich

other data are available. Four childen are members of Group 2 (the 'owest

level for children in third grade) and seven children are members of Gr tig 5,6.

40
The difference's in these children's scores on the 14 tests isshowd in:

Figure 1. Except for the two baseline tests (adthinistered to see if'children
,

could respond and follow directions);"the'differences between the to groups

is dramatic. Thus, we conclude these groups of children differ in their
; . .

q
5
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capacity to reason about quantitative problems.

Achievement

A battery of paper- and- pencil tests had previously been tdeveloped to

monitor student achievement on addition and subtraction skills at gnades 1,

2, and 3 (3Uchanan & Ro4)erg, 1982). The items were written'to assess the

instructional objectives of six experimental topics designed to teach

addition and subtrAction as well as to measure performance on certain

prerequisite objectives and noninstructional objectives (Romberg, Carpenter,

a
&'Moser, 1978). Form V of the Battery was administered to the third-grade

children'in the study in/February, 1980 (see Romberg, Collis, & Buchanan,

1982 for details). This test has four parts: a mdltiple-choice test, a

speeded basic facts subtest, a sentence writing free response subtest,

and an addition and subtraction algorithms timed subtest. In all, this

test iticludep a wide range of items tapping the variety of skills rplated

to addition and subtraction.

N

The performance of the two groups of thiid-gfAde children on these

'items is stiown in Figure 2. Obviously the cognitive level group 5,6,per-

.
formed better tban the GFoup 2 children en all ob,ectives. This difference

s clear'in, spite of the fact )(3th groups had common maths instruction in
.

, e
grade 2 and were receiving the same Mathssitstruction,in grade 3. In-fact,

owe-can conclUde from this data that the-Group 5,6 know the skills associated

with addition'and subtraction, while the Group 2 children are struggling.

Strategy
. ,

During the same week, the achievement test was administered and each
. t.

.

child was interviewed. An interview consisted of six problem types (tasks.)

.
a.

8
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given-under four os six conditions. The six types included two problems

solvable by addition of the'two given numbers and four problems solvable,

by subtraction of the two given num ers. The Characterization for these'

six problem types is detailed in Moser ('1979) and in Carpenter and Moser
. .

(1979).

Table 1 presents4representative problems in the order in which the

-problems were administered to the children. The actaal working for each

problem type differed in the four conditions, but the semantic structure

?Ar
remained constant.

Within each problem, two Of three numbers from,,a number triple

'tx, y, z) defined by x + y = zg x < y < z, were given. In the two

addition problems, x, y were presented, with the smaller number x always

given first. In the four subtraction problems`, z and the larger addend y

were presented.. The order of_presentation-of y and z varied among problem, .

.types.
ak

The six probletn types te presented under six conditions. Only two

of which are discussed in this paper. For the interviews with third-grade

children, the domain of 2-digit numbers was included. Inhe 2-digit

, domain, two4ubdomains were identified. In the first no regroupingA,
. I

(borrowing or carrying) is required, to determine a difference or sumwhen

a computational algorithm ig used. second subdothain, regrouping is

required., The no regrouping .yet is called the "D" problem set1whife the

regrouping set is 'referred to as the "E" problems., For the twoLdigit
1

problems, the sum z is restrict ed to numbers in the 20s and .30s.

two trained intaviewers (see rtin & Moser, 1980 for details) of
A

o
4

interviewer training and reliability) administered the interviews. Each,

7 ' 4

11
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Table.1

Representative Problem Types

A-f

1 eiJoining(AdditiOn)

. ,

Task 2. Separating ($ubtractionJ
.

Task

1

r 1

3 gart-Part-Whole
Mis'sing addend

(Subtraction)

AIL

Task 4. Part - Part- -Whole

. (Addition)

Task 5. 'Coniparison.(Subtraction)

Tfsk 6.' Joining Missing Addend
(Subtraction)

C

". i

4.

Psm'liad.3 shells.' Hes:brother-
gave her 6store shells. How

''-:many shells did Pam have alto-
gether')

,

Jenny had 7 erasers. Stye

eraser's to Ben. 4kowmany
did Jenny have left ?.

gave 5
erasers

There are 5 fish in a bowl. 3

are striped and the rest are
spotted.. How many spotted fish
are in the bowl?

to*

Matt has 2 baseball cards. He liaso

had 4 football\cards. . Hoy many.

cards does Matt have altdgether?

Angie has 4 lady bugs. Her brother
Todd has 7 laay bugg. -Hox.fmany.

r.

more lady bugs does Todd have than'..
Angie?

Gene has 5, marshmallows. How many
more Marshmallows does he,have to
put with them so he has 8 marsh-
mallows altogether?'

'.>

: 1

12

,

'

o

I
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interviewer was able to conduct 8 toi,12 interview a day. Theinter-

viewers were assigned interview areas, which were quiet rooms !cparate

from distracting activities. The Verbal tasks, were read and reread to

the gild as often as necessary so t

relationships caused no difficulty.

werT available for children0to use.

hat remembering the given'number or

CoOting chips, paper, and,ARencil

The sessions lasted 15-25 minuteS:.-

each,57:77ifb each child receiving the same sequence ofibproblems.,

All of the possible codings of student responses are presented in

detail in Cookson and Moser (180). Three or four elements were coded

for each cbild: model u'ed, correctness, strategy, and if incorrect,

error. A record of each subject's response to the tasks were compiled

from the coding sheets. The .data were then summarized in terms of two

categories: percent correct and general strategy. The model, strategy,

and error data were aggregated into Olght independent general strategy

, .

categories for the D and E
.

datit (non-sentence/direct modeling, non-

sentence/counting, non-sentence/routine mental operation, non-sentence/non-

routine mental operation, non-:sentence/inappropriate, sentence/algorithms,

sentence /non - algorithmic, inappropriate sentence). (See Romberg,

& Buchanan, 1981 for details.)

.

Profiles of the pdrcent,correct for the two groups on the D ankt,

tasks,is presented in Figure 3. ',Again and not surprisingly, the differences

on each of the 12 tasks are striking. Of more interest, however, is the

information on strategies the children used to work these problems. The

Tiericy of use of strategy by these two groups of children is shown in

2. This reveals twO5.mportant facts. First, neither group'tends to

solve these problems.bYlwriting.a. correct sentence and then using an

13
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. Table, 2

Fragile cy of se of Strategies by Cognitive Level and Catego yfor All Level 0,nasks (February, 1980)

, y

Incorrect
No sentence: Correct sentence sentence

Direct'

modeling . Counting

f/% f./%

Routine ',N0nroutind
mental op. ental (4).., Inapprop. Alg.

f/% ' f/% - _f /% f/%

,-/ ,,
. 3/06 '" 4708 5/10.

5,6 32/38 . 25/30 ''. '12/14

tr.

4

All
Non-alg. strat.

ft% ,

3/06 ,

'2/p2

24/50

2/02

.8/17

'T, 10/12

1/02

0/0

0/0 , .
a.

. 1A01

16
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algorithm ±0 find the answer even though both their second- and third-

gIade teachers were confide0,that that would be the strategy used by all

children. fact, the Group 2 children used that strategy more often
A

than the Grohp,5,,6 students. ,In all instances, the Group 2 children

who used an 'algorithm strategy 'made an error (either "bu-ggy" or reverse

operation) while only one reverse operation error was made by a Group 5,6

child: Se'aond, the actual strategies used by the Group 5,6 were direct

modeling (using chips) or counting: Ih fact, after observing this

a
behavior, some children were asked if they could have found the answer'

by wri.tipg a sentence and using an algorithm. Moseindicated they saw

no reason to since they 'knew they could find the answer. Furthermore,
4 e

it is Itn4rnon the addition without regrouping tasks that children who

are able to work and symbolize probiems'algorithmically tend
f.

to use

those algArithms. For addition with regrouping and subtraction, this

is notthe case. Apparently confidence in use of the algorithms coupled

with the verbal problem structure diAites whethei a cklild uses an

algorithmic strategy to solve verbal. problems.

To see if additional instruction (mostly practiceon addition and

subtraction algorithms) would change their choice of strategies, we

interviewed all children two more times during the third grade. The

strategy data from the third interview (May 1980) for these groups is

presented in Table.3. The shift is what one would expect in that the

"sentence-algorithm" strategy is now more commonly used by both groups,

But in neither case is it used on a majority of tasks. The Group 2

children are more likely,toAuse it than the Group 5,6 children, and
.

the increase in use is mostly on subtraction'tasks. Furthermore,
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Table 3

4

I

Frequency of Use of Strategies by Cognitive Level and ''Category for' All Level DiE Tasks (May, 1980)

Incorrect
No sentence Correct sentence sentence

Group Direct Routine! Nonroutine ..( All
modeling Counting mental opt. mental op. Inapprop. Alg. Non-alg. strat.

f/% f/% f/% f/% f/%, < f/% f/% f/%

2 - 3/06 6/12* *0/0 1/02 15/31 20/42 1/02 2/04
5,6 6/07- 27/32. 15/18 0/0 3/04 32/38 0/0 1/011

1*

i8

ti

4L

1 9
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the Gropp 5,6 children eve now given up direct modeling/ but have not

given up counting to,ablvethese tasks.

Conclusions.

We think tflis data suggest two notions'abo.ut children and their

learning to acid anti subtract.

First, there are a group of children Who have the_ca o_reaso s111,4

about quantitative problems, know the ba0c proceduies of addition aild

/ a

Subtraction, but see little reason to use those algorithmic proceduresit .
....,....40.0....*.tra

Sito find answers to verbal problems. They are confident and comforta le,,,,

7 .

/

that the procedures they use (direct modeling and counting) are sa

factory. Thus; while educators assume use of algorithms i s more egilcient,

this group of children either fail.to see the conneetAn between the
1

semantics of the verbal task and choice of algorithm dr fail to be colfi4-z,.
o r

-

"vinced.of its efficiency.

Second, there is a second group hildren whose capacity to reason

about quantitative problems is, suspect they do not know the basic pro-

cedures to addition and subiraction'and urthermore have not acquired

other skills like direct modeling or coun ing which would help them solve

verbal problems. 'Mien given erbal problem , they may try CO use algorithms

(more often than the other group). but not wit confidenct.

\
As educators we need to reexamine the relat otiships between the

. %
algorithm and its application. Perhaps current hasis is misplaced at

least at this early stage;,perhaps we should trea problei9- solving strategies
-_,

and algorithmic procedures es discrete entities, teach them separately and

.4 404"worry about bringing them togethet at a later stage in the child's mathe-

vatical development.

2 0
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